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Abstract 

Predicting Election Outcomes with 

Demographic Data 

Vlad Catalin Balint 

College of Social Sciences/Department of Economics 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

   Models of voting choice in multiparty elections are influenced by 

underlying assumptions about the voting-decision process of individuals. 

Usually the statistical methods used to estimate these models impose 

very high restrictions about the choices of voters that can give rise to 

some suspect inferences.   

   Therefore in my analysis I will use two less restrictive models, first the 

Linear Model and then a Simple Logit Model for more robust results, 

where besides the IIA assumption I also impose the assumption that the 

political competition takes place along a single ideological axis between 

Incumbent Government and Opposition. Using demographic variables I 

try to predict which Coalition will form a government after parliamentary 

elections.  

   There’s a multi-party system in Norway where usually no party has the 

chance to win a majority in the Parliament and hence to govern by itself. 

This makes parties to collaborate with each other and try to form 

governmental coalitions or even minority cabinets. 
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   The complexity raises in part due to the fact that a voter can only cast 

his/her vote for an individual party that may be or not part of the coalition 

that will be formed afterwards. And even if it will be part of it, there is 

no guarantee that its views will coincide with those of the coalition as a 

whole or its ex-ante conditions will be satisfied. 

Keywords: multiparty elections, coalition government, elections 

prediction, demographics. 

Student Number: 2013-23780 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 
 

   Much has been written in the economic and political science literature 

about the effects of various variables on the voting decision-making. In 

this paper I was able to capture significant effects of some explanatory 

variables and to create two predicting models with decent results for the 

voting system in Norway.  

   In this Master Thesis I will first revise the theory on electoral process 

putting more emphasize on the Scandinavian voting system while also 

stressing important and easily observable traits that are particularly 

found in this area. 

   Using demographic variables I tried to predict which Coalition will 

form a government after parliamentary elections. In order to prove this 

conclusion at the macro level I used two data sets from “Statistics 

Norway”, which is the Norwegian National Institute of Statistics. The 

two data sets are from 2009 and 2013 respectively and contain 

information about all variables included in this study, taken on 422 

municipalities across Norway. 

   More exactly I regressed vote shares obtained by each party in our 

choice set on some explanatory variables that describe potential voters 

by municipality on 2009 data only and then I predicted the new vote 

shares on 2013 data. Our unit of observation is party/municipality, 

therefore before OLS regression we created dummy variables by party 

in each municipality. 
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   After summing up the votes for every party across all municipalities in     

Norway for 2013 and comparing with my predictions we see that the 

model is showing a strong change in the voters’ attitudes. It almost 

perfectly predicts the total number of votes and the total number of seats 

in the Norwegian Parliament (after using the modified Sainte-Laguë 

method) for both coalitions.  

   We know that in Norway in the past 50 years no party gained enough 

seats to form a government by itself. In this country they continuously 

rely on Coalition Governments, therefore before every elections, parties 

form competing coalitions (usually two), each with its own political 

agenda and views on a number of sensible issues for Norwegian people. 

This amalgam of opposing views inside the coalition and for the coalition 

itself makes the task of predicting individual parties’ votes extremely 

difficult and complex. This last paragraph’s idea can be linked to (Hobolt 

& Karp, 2010) paper who showed that if the voters have preference for 

a particular combination of parties or candidates coupled with the voters’ 

understanding of coalition governments and capacity to anticipate 

coalition results can and it is influencing substitution patterns among 

parties. 

   The electoral years chosen for this study are part of a tumultuous 

period, both in terms of economics, due to post financial-crises 

sentiments among population, but also politics, due to mass-immigration 

which obviously took its toll on the decisions made by individuals in 

recent years. 

   Hence this model does not offer very accurate predictions for 

individual parties, but it offers virtually perfect predictions for the 

coalitions and also as an addition, highly accurate predictions for each 
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party voters’ attitudes to the selected independent variables included in 

the model. The conclusion is that despite the severe problems that arose 

in the chosen timeline this model was able to predict the new government 

after the 2013 national election.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 Literature Review 
 

   Models of voting choice in multiparty elections are influenced by 

underlying assumptions about the voting-decision process of individuals. 

Usually the statistical methods used to estimate these models impose 

very high restrictions about the choices of voters that can give rise to 

some suspect inferences. For instance some models such as probit 

analysis or binary logit are limiting voter choice between government 

and opposition while ignoring potential differences among the 

opposition parties. We will see that this is also happening in this case for 

the Norwegian Political System. Hence in my analysis I will use a less 

restrictive regression, such as least-squares, imposing the assumption 

that the political competition takes place along a single ideological axis 

between Incumbent Government and Opposition, knowing that in the 

Scandinavian politics all parties try to position themselves at the center 

and just timidly trying to ideologically attack or counterattack another 

party.  

   As shown by (Dow & Endersby, 2004) paper in the context of voting 

decision-making in multiparty elections the Logit Model is more 

adequate than Probit Model because of a number of different issues. For 

instance within a small sample of revealed voter choices for a limited 

number of parties or candidates neither of these two models will come 

up as generating the data.  

   Also, the Probit Model imposes IIA property on voter decisions which 

in many applications is not restrictive enough. As we will see later, in 
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this paper the last issue is totally irrelevant unless I would have been 

concerned with independent parties’ predictions or substitution patterns 

amongst them. 

   In the majority of democracies coalition governments are the 

predominant norm, yet despite of this reality researchers only recently 

started to look at the individual voter decision-making from this point of 

view and not from each individual party. (Hobolt & Karp, 2010) paper 

showed that this type of elections are more complex and uncertain when 

compared with elections in plurality systems where party choice pretty 

much translates into a choice of government. 

   The assumptions were that there are no factors that can lead voters into 

a strategic voting by anticipating a specific coalition government and 

change their vote accordingly.  

   Moreover even with polling results available sometimes there’s no 

certainty about which coalition will form after election results are out. 

This complexity raises in part due to the fact that a voter can only cast 

his/her vote for an individual party that may be or not part of the coalition 

that will be formed afterwards. And even if it will be part of it, there is 

no guarantee its views will coincide with those of the coalition as a 

whole. 

   There are several issues raised by this paper such as voters’ 

understanding of coalition governments, capacity to anticipate coalition 

results, if the voters have preference for a particular combination of 

parties or candidates or how they perceive coalition governments. The 

study found that voters are able to anticipate coalition governments and 
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they are altering their voting behavior accordingly, sometimes by even 

choosing not to vote with their preferred party if they feel it will not win 

or it will not be part of the new governmental coalition.  

   In political science papers most specifications are of Multinomial 

Probit (MNP), estimating how unobserved components of each party 

lead voters to substitute one for the other and to view some of the 

alternatives as similar. 

   In another study (Glasgow et al., 2000) is using Mixed Logit, a more 

flexible model based on random utility maximization. MXL is less 

restrictive regarding unobserved portions of utility when compared with 

Probit Model allowing more freedom to specify the model and hence it 

can do more things than Probit, but also some things Probit cannot do. 

According to the author MXL is “ideal for examining random taste 

variation”, but both MNP and MXL offer disappointing results in the 

study of voter behavior because both models assume that the unobserved 

components are needed in order to estimate random taste variation or 

substitution pattern more realistically. These models need to improve the 

specification of the systematic portion of utility in order to estimate the 

voter behavior better and they should also rely more on better data and 

theories (Alvarez & Nagler, 1997). 

   He concludes that “a greater contribution to our understanding of voter 

behavior would be made by determining which political, economic, and 

demographic characteristics are behind the tendency of voters to view 

two candidates or parties as substitutes, or are driving the heterogeneous 

impact of a variable on vote behavior” (Glasgow et al., 2000), some of 

which I am trying to show in this exact paper by examining demographic 
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variables that can lead voters to choose one coalition over the other while 

ignoring different views among parties forming the same coalition. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Political System 
 

3.1 Overview of Norwegian Voting System 
 

   There’s a multi-party system in Norway where usually no party has the 

chance to win a majority in the Norwegian Parliamentary Elections and 

hence to govern by itself. This makes parties to collaborate with each 

other and try to form governmental coalitions or even minority cabinets 

(Arter, 1999; Government.novalg.no, 2014). 

   These elections take place every four years with universal right to vote 

from the year a person turns 18 years old even if this happens later in the 

year when the Elections take place. On national elections only persons 

who have Norwegian citizenship can vote, while in local ones can vote 

also people who lived continuously for more than 3 years in Norway. 

   All elections in Norway are designed under the same method which is 

a modified Sainte-Laguë method. Under this rule the number of seats 

obtained by a party in the Norwegian Parliament should be as close as 

possible to the relative number of votes the party got in the Elections or 

put it otherwise it should follow the principle of mathematical fairness 

(Van Eck, Visagie, & De Kock, 2005). This method is often used in 

multi-party representation voting system such as the Norwegian one. 

   After counting all votes a formula for the quotient will be used in order 

to calculate it for every party: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
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                                                Q = 
𝑉

2𝑠 + 1
                                               (1) 

 

   Where “V” is the number of votes a party obtained and “s” stands for 

the number of seats allocated for a specific party so far. 

   Every seat goes to the party that has the highest quotient, after an 

allocation its quotient is recalculated to reflect the new total number of 

seats received and the process repeated until there are no seats left to be 

allocated. 

   Moreover this method does not ensure that a party will get at least as 

many seats as the votes receives in percentage terms. Stated differently 

Sainte-Laguë method or a modified form of it such as in Norway’s case 

does not guarantee that a party which gets 70% of the votes will get the 

same percentage of the seats available.  

   The modified Sainte-Laguë method consists in a change in the quotient 

formula for the parties that did not get a seat yet (s = 0) from V to V/1.4, 

effectively changing the sequence of divisors (1, 3, 5, 7, …) to (1.4, 3, 5, 

7, …). This change is more advantageous to large parties than for smaller 

parties. Hence, all these single seats obtained by small parties due to a 

small margin will go to larger parties (Benoit, 2000). 

   The Norwegian election system is using party-list proportional 

representation in nineteen multimember constituencies, hence each 

county of Norway gets one. Moreover every constituency returns a 

number of members between 4 and 19. 

   There are 169 seats in the Storting which is the Norwegian Parliament, 

out of these 150 representatives are voted directly, while for the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
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remaining 19 is used a special formula based on population and 

geographic size of each constituency. In this last election each inhabitant 

counted 1 point while each square kilometer counted 1.8 points.  

   Now, the remaining 19 seats are called leveling seats and they are 

awarded one for each county, including the municipality of Oslo, which 

is a county in itself. These are awarded for parties that don’t match their 

share of national popular vote, hence they are entitled to more seats.  

   Moreover a party has to win at least 4% of the national popular vote in 

order to get one of the 150 seats while for the leveling seats this rule does 

not apply.  

   The seats apportionment is also another factor meant to reduce the 

inequality among parties and create somehow more fair elections.  

   We see that this system is biased towards rural areas since in the 

already specified two-tier formula the area of the county is a factor, but 

this effect is reduced by the system of compensated seats. 

 

3.2 The Choice Set 
 

   To define a choice set, we need to classify the parties into a list of 

distinct models and associate characteristics and votes received with 

those models. Roughly I chose the 7 biggest parties in the last 2 elections 

(those which account for most seats in the Norwegian Parliament) prior 

to the last one and the outside good which consists of all other parties put 

together plus the people entitled to vote, but didn’t exercised their right. 
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 Labour Party is usually the largest party in every Parliament and 

also in the 2009–2013 Great Council which is The Supreme 

Legislature of Norway. It is also the largest party in the Coalition. The 

party is mainly social democratic and is known as being inclined 

towards a tightening of immigration policy. It is a party that supports 

a strong welfare state funded through high taxes and duties. On the 

international arena it is also a pro-European and pro-NATO party 

(Arter, 1999). 

 Progress Party was the opposition’s largest party in the 2009–2013 

Great Council, but in the opinion polls usually came in third as of 

early 2013. This party is primarily known as being right-wing 

libertarian. This party values highly individual freedom, it is for 

market liberalism and supports a smaller government and public 

sector. Progress Party also supported a higher spending on 

infrastructure from Norway’s Public Oil Fund. Moreover this party 

supports a tightening of the immigration laws and tougher law and 

order measures. Regarding foreign policies it is a pro-globalization 

party  Arter, 1999. 

 Conservative Party was the opposition’s second-largest party in the 

2009–2013 Great Council. Anyway, this party has been the largest 

opposition party in almost all public opinion polls as of early 2013. 

It is a centre-right party in favor of tax-cuts, better public services 

and a tightening of the immigration rules. Being a conservative party 

it values highly individual liberties, economic liberalism and it 

supports a reduction in taxes (Arter, 1999; Dubin, Mcfadden, & 

Mcfadden, 2008).   

 Christian Democratic Party had 10 seats in the 2009–2013 Great 

Council. It is viewed as a family-friendly Christian Party which 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Labour_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progress_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-libertarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-libertarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservative_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Democratic_Party_(Norway)
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although it is profiling itself as a centrist party it is a socially 

conservative party with left-leaning economic stances. Due to the 

fact that it has opposed the Marriage Act of 2008, which gave gay 

people the right to marry they won more votes and increased their 

voting base. They believe that marriage is primarily between a man 

and a woman and any kind of deviation from this could damage 

children upbringing (Allern, 2010; Arter, 1999; Skinner, 2012). 

 Centre Party was the one of the largest parties that formed The Red-

Green Coalition and of course the Government in the Great Council. 

It is an agrarian party that mostly serves the interests of the farmers 

in the rural areas and also extremely Eurosceptic. After Norway’s 

Finance Minister announced the introduction of higher taxes on 

farming Centre Party faced losing a large percentage of these voters 

because according to the farming community these new taxes would 

lead to high unemployment. It opposes Norwegian membership in 

the European Union and it wants to withdraw the membership to 

European Economic Area (EEA) and from the Schengen Area. 

Centre Party is also in favor of a decentralized economic 

development and decision making (Archer, 2001; Arter, 1999). 

 Socialist Left Party was the second-largest party of Red-Green 

Coalition that governed from 2009-2013. It is a type of Scandinavian 

democratic socialist party. It is also known as taking hard stands on 

environmental issues. Socialist Left’s leaders other public agenda is 

to combat poverty, especially among children. It has a democratic-

socialist ideology and lately it is strongly supporting feminism and 

environmentalism. Socialist Left Party it represents the essence of 

the welfare state ideology calling for a stronger involvement of 

government in the economy and a larger public sectors. On the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centre_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrarianism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socialist_Left_Party_(Norway)
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international scene it is opposing European Union membership of 

Norway (Arter, 1999). 

 Liberal Party is a centrist, green and liberal party. It failed to garner 

at least 4% of the votes in the 2009 elections, and thus it got only 2 

seats in the Great Council. It is the oldest political party in Norway 

enacting numerous reforms such as freedom of religion, state 

schooling or universal suffrage. It is in favor of personal freedom 

under the oversight of the state. Supports environmentalism, 

multiculturalism and an increased labor immigration to Norway. In 

the past it was opposing European Union membership (Allern, 2010; 

Arter, 1999). 

 The Outside Option consists of all the other parties put together plus 

the people entitled to vote, but didn’t exercised their right. Roughly 

every parliamentary election circa 25% of the people who are 

entitled to vote will not actually do it. 

   These seven parties described above formed two opposing coalitions 

before 2013 parliamentary elections. There are two things that might 

create unpleasant effects when trying to forecast the number of votes 

received by each party, when trying to identify substitution patterns 

among parties or when trying to describe decision-voting process: 

1. The two coalitions tried to position themselves at the center of 

political spectrum while agreeing on a sensible number of issues. 

2. Parties forming the same coalition, but with opposing views on 

some issues had to agree on a single view for the coalition as a 

whole (Sitter, 2006). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_Party_(Norway)
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   All these interactions among parties’ views can pose a serious threat 

on the estimation of coefficients for our model. This could have been 

also observed just by looking at the monthly survey in the last year 

preceding parliamentary elections when some large parties had big 

fluctuations in their voter base and lost or gained even 10 percentage 

points in less than a year. For this paper we are only concerned with 

switches from one coalition to the other as the switch inside the same 

coalition does not matter for our analysis (Aalberg, 2013; “European 

Election Database (EED),” 2013, “Storting election, election survey - 

SSB,” 2014). 

 

3.3 Coalitions 
 

1) Red-Green Coalition: 

-Labor Party 

-Socialist Left Party 

-Centre Party 

  

   This Coalition was the victorious one in the 2009 Norwegian 

Parliamentary Elections and so governed in the Storting for the last 4 

years.It was a centre-left coalition for the 2013 Norwegian Parliamentary 

Elections governed by Labor Party. It was the first time when Centre 

Party formed a coalition with leftist or “socialist” parties, previously 

having formed coalitions only with parties on the right of the political 

spectrum. Not only this issue, but also some differences among opposing 

views inside of the coalition can add quite a lot of complications for 
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voters when deciding with which party to vote for the Storting (Sitter, 

2006; Skinner, 2012). 

 

2) Centre Right Coalition: 

- Conservative Party 

- Progress Party 

- Christian Democratic Party 

- Liberal Party 

   This Coalition lost in the 2009 Norwegian Parliamentary Elections and 

so stayed in the opposition for the last 4 years. In these last elections for 

2013 Storting they managed to overtake the Red-Green Coalition by 

quite a large margin securing an easy victory despite being named as a 

right-wing coalition with some of its parties even being accused as 

having far-right views on some sensible issues such as immigration or 

privatization (Sitter, 2006; Skinner, 2012). 

Extra-parliamentary parties 

   First I include here the Green Party: This Elections the Green Party 

won its first parliamentary seat, but not being part of any coalition and 

also because it wasn’t part of Parliament between 20009-2013 I include 

it in the outside good together with the rest of extra-parliamentary parties 

which didn’t make the cut for a seat in parliament. Anyway in 2009 

elections this party could not get any seat. 

Other Parties: Red Party, Pensioners' Party, Christian Unity Party, The 

Christians, The Democrats, Liberal People's Party, Coastal Party, Pirate 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pensioners%27_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Unity_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Christians_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Christians_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democrats_in_Norway
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberal_People%27s_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coastal_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirate_Party_(Norway)
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Party, Communist Party, People's List Against Oil Drilling 

in Lofoten, Vesterålen and Senja, People's Power, Society Party. 

 

3.4 Coefficients Signs’ Expectations 

 

   My expectations for some of the demographic variables regarding each 

coalition as per coalition’s government program, political theory, media 

and public opinion views: 

 

Table 1: Immigration Expectations 

 

Immigration – IM Expected Sign 

Labor Party 𝛽1 < 0 

Progress Party 𝛽1 > 0 

Conservative Party 𝛽1 > 0 

Christian Democratic Party 𝛽1 > 0 

Centre Party 𝛽1 < 0 

Socialist Left Party 𝛽1 < 0 

Liberal Party 𝛽1 > 0 

 

 
Table 2: Income Expectations 

 

Income – INC Expected Sign 

Labor Party 𝛽5 < 0 

Progress Party 𝛽5 > 0  

Conservative Party 𝛽5 > 0  

Christian Democratic Party 𝛽5 > 0  

Centre Party 𝛽5 < 0 

Socialist Left Party 𝛽5 < 0 

Liberal Party 𝛽5 > 0  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirate_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_(Norway)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lofoten
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vester%C3%A5len
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senja
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_Party_(Norway)
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Table 3: Education Expectations 

 

Education – ED Expected Sign 

Labor Party 𝛽4 > 0 

Progress Party 𝛽4 < 0 

Conservative Party 𝛽4 < 0 

Christian Democratic Party 𝛽4 < 0 

Centre Party 𝛽4 > 0 

Socialist Left Party 𝛽4 > 0 

Liberal Party 𝛽4 < 0 

 

 

   I expect these coefficients’ signs regardless of the model. Expectations 

for these signs are derived from the perception the public has on the two 

coalitions as a whole, not necessarily on the individual parties alone. In 

Norway and also in all Scandinavia, parties are trying to capture the 

middle spot on the political spectrum, but they are also aware they need 

to distinguish themselves in order to attract more people and increase 

their voting base. Therefore they come up with slightly different 

government agendas which makes difficult for many voters to 

discriminate among parties and choose one (Arter, 1999; Sitter, 2006; 

Skinner, 2012). 

   Not only this, but the multiparty elections system makes Norwegian 

elections much more complicated and difficult to predict than North 

American ones, specifically from The United States. 

   Note that my expectations coincide for all parties of the same Coalition 

due to the fact that coefficients’ expected signs are derived based on 

political theory, individual voters’ and public opinion’s perceptions of 

each Coalition as a whole while disregarding stand-alone political 

parties’ views (Rockey, 2010; White, 2010). 
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   These perceptions are formed in two important ways that also check 

each other. First, the political ideologies and views on most important 

issues for the two Coalitions side on different ends on the political 

spectrum, although they tend to approach the center and be seen as less 

extremist compared with their American counterparts. Secondly, 

Norwegian media and public opinion portrays the two coalitions as 

slightly different and in accordance with the already discussed political 

theory (Arter, 1999). 
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CHAPTER 4 

Data Description 
 

   In this paper I used two large datasets from The Norwegian National 

Institute of Statistics. One for each year, 2009 and 2013. The databases 

contain numerous variables that describe the background of voters by 

municipality in Norway in the tested years.  

   Out of numerous demographic variables I found 6 that are statistically 

significant and offer the best predictions for virtually all parties: 

Unemployment (rate), Income (above 750,000 NOK), this is the highest 

income bracket; Immigration (in percentages); Population; Education 

(defined as tertiary education in percentages) and Sickness (defined as 

absence rate in percent). 

   Before diving more into this analysis, first is better to present a short 

statistical description for these data. 

   Every variable has 3376 observations, which are 8 choices taken across 

422 municipalities in Norway. In the first table (4.1) the 3376 

observations are from 2009 while those in the second table (4.2) are from 

2013. Moreover, all observations that correspond to a municipality in 

2009 correspond to the same municipality in 2013, thus making it a lot 

easier for us when computing residuals and then predicting 2013 results. 
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Table 4: Data Description ~ 2009 

 

Variable Obs      Mean Std.Dev.         Min       Max 

Votes 3376 6123 18218.31 103 307784 

Persons~2009 3376 8249 24488.40 161 416168 

Sj 3376 0.12 0.10 0.00 0.53 

UN 3376 2.73 1.27 0.2 10.8 

IM 3376 0.04 0.02 0.007 0.23 

POP 3376 3.68 0.49 2.33 5.76 

SIC 3376 6.63 1.27 3.1 10.9 

ED 3376 19.76 5.53 9.6 46.7 

INC 3376 28.09 6.20 13 47 

DEN 3376 52.75 144.16 0 1756 

                                                                                                                 

Table 5: Data Description ~ 2013 

 

Variable  Obs    Mean Std.Dev.         Min    Max 

Votes       2954 6442.93 19650.32 95 333207 

Persons~2013 2954 8511.01 25588.46 157 435787 

Sj 2954 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.48 

UN 2954 2.63 1.40 0 11.2 

IM 2954 0.06 0.03 0.017 0.20 

POP 2954 3.69 0.50 2.32 5.79 

SIC 2954 6.25 1.20 2.9 11.1 

ED 2954 21.91 5.81 11.4 49.6 

INC 2954 36.91 6.48 21 55 

DEN 2954 52.75 144.16 0 1756 
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   First variable described in the table above is “Sj”, which as I said before 

is computed by dividing “votes” as a raw number by the “persons entitled 

to vote – 2009”. We see that its range is from 0% to 53% meaning that 

one of our choices got a maximum of 53% in a particular municipality, 

also after closing examining the data I saw that laggards took no vote in 

numerous municipalities. We also see the description of the “raw” 

number of votes and “persons entitled to vote” for 2009 and 2013, where 

by looking at the mean and comparing we observe that Norway’s 

population is increasing in these last 4 years. Moreover we can easily see 

that “votes” increased at a faster pace than “persons entitled to vote” 

meaning that there was a higher participation rate for the 2013 

Parliamentary Elections. 

   Now, the six demographic variables included in this analysis and which 

we think are the most useful for the prediction of parties’ shares for 2013 

based on earlier OLS regressions performed are described next: 

   Unemployment (UN) with an average of 2.73% in total population. 

Population (POP) is actually the log of the population for each 

municipality as I want to see the effects of density on the decisions of 

voters to choose a specific party. Immigration (IM) has an average of 

.0469 which is an immigrant population of almost 0.05% in total 

population on average for a municipality in Norway. Sickness (SIC) with 

an average of 6.63% meaning that on average in a Norwegian 

municipality in a year almost 7% of people will be absent at least one 

day. Next is Education (ED) with 19.76 meaning that on average almost 

20% of a Norwegian municipality’s workforce is educated at least at the 

tertiary level. Finally we have Income (INC) with an average of 28.09 or 
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put it otherwise in a normal Norwegian municipality 28% of people have 

an income of at least 750,000 NOK. 

 

4.1 Additional Data by Party and Coalition 
 

Table 6: Elections Results ~  2009/2013 

 

Party Vote 

Shares 

2009 

Vote 

Shares 

2013 

Δ Seats 

2009 

Seats 

2013 

Δ 

Labor Party 35.4 30.8 -4.6 64 55 -9 

Centre Party 6.2 5.5 -0.7 11 10 -1 

Socialist 

Left Party 

6.2 4.1 -2.1 11 7 -4 

Red Green 

Coalition 

47.8 40.4 -7.4 86 72 -14 

Progress 

Party 

22.9 16.3 -6.6 41 29 -12 

Conservative 

Party 

17.2 26.8 9.6 30 48 18 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

5.5 5.6 0.1 10 10 0 

Liberal Party 3.9 5.2 1.3 2 9 7 

Centre 

Right 

Coalition 

49.5 53.9 4.4 83 96 13 

(“Parties and Elections in Europe,” 2013) 

   This table shows very clearly what happened in the period in question. 

Besides the changes that occurred for all parties we see that Red Green 

Coalition lost 14 seats in the Parliament while Centre Right won 14. The 

main point of this paper is to show exactly this “interchange” of seats 

followed by the obvious change in the Governmental Coalition. 
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Important to note here is the high number of seats won by Conservative 

Party and those lost by the Progress Party, both of them members of 

Centre Right Coalition. Interesting is that the 14 seats won by this 

Coalition are the difference between the two mentioned parties (19-12) 

plus those won by the Liberal Party (7). In the 2009 Elections Liberal 

Party gained only 3.9% of votes, being thus unable to pass the threshold 

of 4% and settling with only 2 seats, while in 2013 Elections with 5.2% 

of votes they’ve got 9 seats in total. Therefore the better results obtained 

by Conservative and Liberal Party more than offset the poor performance 

of Progress Party, while the other party had virtually the same results in 

both elections. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Models – Specification 

 

   When modelling a forecast in order to evaluate its performance usually 

statistical tests are split into two parts: for initial parameter estimation 

and model selection I use an in-sample period, 2009 data in my case and 

for evaluating prediction performance I use an out-of-sample period, 

2013 data in my case. 

   As we know empirical evidence based on out-of-sample forecast 

performance is almost always viewed as more trustworthy than in-

sample forecast performance, therefore I am conducting this study by 

using an out-of-sample evaluation period. These points made many 

statisticians to regard out-of-sample prediction performance as the 

“ultimate test of a forecasting model” (Hansen & Timmermann, 2012; 

Stock & Watson, 2010). 

   First I will start with a Linear Model where we use Sj (vote percentage) 

as the dependent variable and then I will use a Simple Logit Model where 

I use “logSjS0” as the dependent variable to see if I can improve my 

predictions and if I can get more robust estimates. 

   The six demographic variables that we found among the multitude of 

variables which are statistically significant, explain the most of our 

model and give the best prediction performance are coded in the 

following way: 
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Income (above 750,000 NOK) this is the highest income bracket - INC 

Immigration (in percentages) - IM 

Population as log of the population - POP 

Education (defined as tertiary education in percentages) - ED  

Sickness (defined as absence rate in percent) – SIC 

Unemployment (rate) – UN 

 

5.1 The Linear Model 
 

   As I said above in this model we use Sj as the explained variable and 

the already presented six demographic variables: Immigration (IM), 

Population (POP), Sickness (SIC), Education (ED), Income (INC) and 

Unemployment (UN) to see if these predictors can help us in estimating 

vote shares and the change in Government Coalition for 2013 

Parliamentary Elections. From these six independent variables I further 

construct party dummies, one for each party in each municipality and I 

drop, of course, the correspondent dummy variables for the outside 

option when estimating the coefficients for this model. 

   Parties are indexed by j, with j = 1 for Labor, j = 2 for Progress Party, 

etc. while municipalities are indexed by m. There are seven party 

dummies and one outside option indexed by 𝑑𝑗, j = 1,…,8. Let the vector 

𝑥𝑗𝑚 be formed by interactions between demographic variables and party 

dummies so that the estimated equation is: 
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       𝑆𝑗𝑚 = 𝑋𝑗𝑚β + 𝑢𝑗𝑚 

              = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽1𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 + ∑ 𝛽2𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 ×  𝐼𝑀𝑚  

                 + ∑ 𝛽3𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑚 + ∑ 𝛽4𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑚  

                 + ∑ 𝛽5𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝐸𝐷𝑚 + ∑ 𝛽6𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶𝑚 

                 + ∑ 𝛽7𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝑈𝑁𝑚 +  𝑢𝑗𝑚                                              (2)                                                                                                

   With the exogeneity assumption E(𝑢𝑗𝑚│𝑋𝑗𝑚) = 0, the model can be 

estimated by OLS. 

 

5.2 Simple Logit Model 

 

   This is a particular type of Logit Model, it is a “Logit with attributes of 

the person, but no attributes of the alternatives”. The demographic 

variables are describing the voters by municipality only, while for the 

choice set I don’t use any type of descriptive variables. It is probably the 

most used model for this type of analyses. The model assumes 

“Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives”, but in this case we try to 

predict the Coalition that will form the new Government and I don’t 

concern myself with the substitution patterns among parties of the same 

coalition, therefore I will mostly disregard any issues that might arise due 

to IIA assumption being violated.  

   Our decision-maker is the voter or put it otherwise the person entitled 

to vote, but it is a representative voter for each municipality, labeled “m” 

from now on and who has 8 alternatives to choose from, namely: Labor 

Party, Progress Party, Conservative Party, Socialist Left Party, Centre 

Party, Christian Democratic Party, Liberal Party and the Outside Product 

(all other parties plus non-voters).  
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   Let 𝑋𝑗𝑚  be the same vector of interactions between demographic 

variables and party dummies as in equation (2). Assume that the utility 

voter i in municipality m derived from voting for party j is:  

 

 

                                  𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑚 = 𝑋𝑗𝑚𝛾 + 𝜉𝑗𝑚 + 𝜀𝑗𝑚                                    (3)      

                              

                                            𝑢𝑖0𝑚 = 𝜀𝑖0𝑚                                               (4)                                             

 

   Where 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑚  is independent and identically distributed type 1 extreme 

value, which gives rise to a multinomial logit model. 𝜉𝑗𝑚  can be 

interpreted as a party-municipality specific utility component which, of 

course, is common to all voters from the same municipality. The error 

distribution gives the following analytical form for the probability of 

voting for party j: 

 

                                  𝑆𝑗𝑚 = P ( j = arg max
𝑗′

𝑢𝑖𝑗′𝑚 ) 

 

                                         =
exp (𝑋𝑗𝑚𝛾 + 𝜉𝑗𝑚)

1+∑ exp (7
𝑗′=1

𝑋𝑗′𝑚𝛾 + 𝜉𝑗′𝑚)
                                       (5) 

 

                                   𝑆0𝑚=
1

1+∑ exp (7
𝑗′=1

𝑋𝑗′𝑚𝛾 + 𝜉𝑗′𝑚)
                                       (6) 

 

   Dividing equation (5) by equation (6) and taking logs gives the 

estimated equation: 
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          ln (
𝑆𝑗𝑚

𝑆0𝑚
) = 𝑋𝑗𝑚𝛾 + 𝜉𝑗𝑚 

                        = 𝛾0 + ∑ 𝛾1𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 + ∑ 𝛾2𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝐼𝑀𝑚  

                           + ∑ 𝛾3𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑚 + ∑ 𝛾4𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝑆𝐼𝐶𝑚  

                           + ∑ 𝛾5𝑗
7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝐸𝐷𝑚 + ∑ 𝛾6𝑗

7
𝑗=1 𝑑𝑗 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶𝑚 + 𝜉𝑗𝑚   (7) 

 

   Again with the exogeneity assumption E(𝜉𝑗𝑚│𝑋𝑗𝑚) = 0, the model can 

be estimated by OLS. 

   Denote the predicted values, using 2013 𝑋𝑗𝑚 vector (and where 𝜉𝑗𝑚 

may or may not be included), from model (7) by �̂�𝑗𝑚 = ln(
�̂�𝑗𝑚

�̂�0𝑚

̂
). Then, 

since �̂� is the estimated utility (minus the logit term), 

 

                                     �̂�𝑗𝑚 =  
exp (�̂�𝑗𝑚)

1+∑ exp (7
𝑗′=1

�̂�𝑗′𝑚)
                                    (8)                             

 

   Where equation (8) is used to go from the model’s prediction to 

prediction of vote shares. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Estimates 
 

   I will start by using a linear regression on 2009 data taken over 422 

municipalities in Norway to get the estimates and then we will use these 

estimates on 2013 data to get our predictions. 

   The estimation method I used is Ordinary Least-Squares Regression 

and I also took into account the drawbacks of this method as I tried to 

minimize the number of explanatory variables that give us the best 

prediction, but as we will see later on the Adjusted R-Squared does not 

differ too much from the original R-Squared. 
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6.1 The Linear Model 
 

 

 

Figure 1: OLS Regression Estimates for LM 

                                                                                          

                   _cons     26.68222    .173963   153.38   0.000     26.34114    27.02331

                     UN7    -.0223477   .1537151    -0.15   0.884    -.3237334    .2790379

                     UN6     .1643903   .1537151     1.07   0.285    -.1369953     .465776

                     UN5    -2.156431   .1537151   -14.03   0.000    -2.457816   -1.855045

                     UN4     -.199139   .1537151    -1.30   0.195    -.5005246    .1022467

                     UN3     .1955429   .1537151     1.27   0.203    -.1058427    .4969286

                     UN2     .4835976   .1537151     3.15   0.002      .182212    .7849833

                     UN1     .6869717   .1537151     4.47   0.000      .385586    .9883573

                    INC7       .02962   .0352568     0.84   0.401    -.0395073    .0987472

                    INC6    -.0993035   .0352568    -2.82   0.005    -.1684308   -.0301763

                    INC5    -.3593682   .0352568   -10.19   0.000    -.4284954   -.2902409

                    INC4     .2992541   .0352568     8.49   0.000     .2301269    .3683814

                    INC3     .3758656   .0352568    10.66   0.000     .3067383    .4449928

                    INC2     .4773078   .0352568    13.54   0.000     .4081805     .546435

                    INC1    -.4724778   .0352568   -13.40   0.000    -.5416051   -.4033506

                     ED7     .0951813   .0443896     2.14   0.032     .0081475     .182215

                     ED6     .2269864   .0443896     5.11   0.000     .1399527    .3140202

                     ED5     .1427926   .0443896     3.22   0.001     .0557589    .2298264

                     ED4     -.196149   .0443896    -4.42   0.000    -.2831828   -.1091153

                     ED3     .0884963   .0443896     1.99   0.046     .0014625      .17553

                     ED2    -.3970374   .0443896    -8.94   0.000    -.4840711   -.3100036

                     ED1     .2255415   .0443896     5.08   0.000     .1385077    .3125752

                    SIC7    -.0925284   .1513973    -0.61   0.541    -.3893696    .2043128

                    SIC6     .0941813   .1513973     0.62   0.534    -.2026599    .3910225

                    SIC5     -1.38616   .1513973    -9.16   0.000    -1.683001   -1.089318

                    SIC4    -.6030996   .1513973    -3.98   0.000    -.8999408   -.3062584

                    SIC3     .1581588   .1513973     1.04   0.296    -.1386824        .455

                    SIC2     .8944625   .1513973     5.91   0.000     .5976213    1.191304

                    SIC1        .7754   .1513973     5.12   0.000     .4785588    1.072241

                    POP7    -.2764401   .4668033    -0.59   0.554    -1.191691    .6388105

                    POP6    -.5091729   .4668033    -1.09   0.275    -1.424424    .4060778

                    POP5    -6.030987   .4668033   -12.92   0.000    -6.946238   -5.115736

                    POP4    -.9811963   .4668033    -2.10   0.036    -1.896447   -.0659456

                    POP3     1.399586   .4668033     3.00   0.003     .4843356    2.314837

                    POP2     2.955597   .4668033     6.33   0.000     2.040346    3.870847

                    POP1     1.704757   .4668033     3.65   0.000     .7895063    2.620008

                     IM7     .0449113   .0771297     0.58   0.560     -.106315    .1961377

                     IM6     -.111322   .0771297    -1.44   0.149    -.2625484    .0399044

                     IM5    -.4766191   .0771297    -6.18   0.000    -.6278455   -.3253927

                     IM4     .1684713   .0771297     2.18   0.029      .017245    .3196977

                     IM3     .3892511   .0771297     5.05   0.000     .2380247    .5404775

                     IM2     .3179157   .0771297     4.12   0.000     .1666894    .4691421

                     IM1    -.3334426   .0771297    -4.32   0.000     -.484669   -.1822163

            LiberalParty    -25.69625   1.747896   -14.70   0.000    -29.12331   -22.26919

      SocialistLeftParty    -23.30493   1.747896   -13.33   0.000      -26.732   -19.87787

             CentreParty     29.91361   1.747896    17.11   0.000     26.48655    33.34067

ChristianDemocraticParty     -18.7608   1.747896   -10.73   0.000    -22.18786   -15.33374

       ConservativeParty    -37.97178   1.747896   -21.72   0.000    -41.39884   -34.54472

           ProgressParty     -35.1174   1.747896   -20.09   0.000    -38.54446   -31.69034

             LabourParty    -3.459605   1.747896    -1.98   0.048    -6.886666   -.0325442

                                                                                          

                      Sj        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                          

       Total    347910.608  3375  103.084625           Root MSE      =  3.5737

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8761

    Residual    42476.4685  3326  12.7710368           R-squared     =  0.8779

       Model    305434.139    49  6233.34978           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 49,  3326) =  488.08

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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   As we see in the table obtained from STATA the coefficient of 

determination R-Squared = 87.79% while the Adjusted R-Squared = 

87.61%. So, the proportion of the variation of outcomes explained by my 

model is extremely high. The data fits the model quite well making me 

to hope that the predictions in Coalitions results will be very close to the 

real results.  

   I would say that around 88% of the variance in the explained variable 

is partly due to the chosen regressors, leaving the rest to be attributed to 

unknown components or inherent variability. 

   Moreover we also see that the F-Test is statistically significant with 

Prob. > F = 0.0000, hence the model is statistically significant. This is a 

first step in analyzing the statistical significance of our model. 

   We can easily observe that the majority of t-tests are significantly 

different from zero, hence the regression coefficients are significantly 

different from zero for the majority of my predictors. 

   The constant of this model is 26.68 and this is the predicted value when 

the predictors POP, IM, ED, INC, SIC and UN are equal to zero. As 

usual, the constant is not very useful, so I will focus more on the 

predictors’ coefficients. 

   Also important to notice is that p-values are less than 5% in most cases, 

even if in a small number of cases can exceed this threshold by quite a 

lot. 
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6.2 The Simple Logit Model 

 

   First I regress “logSjS0” on party dummies plus five different 

demographics as explanatory variables: Immigration (IM) as percent of 

total population, Log of Population (POP), Sickness (SIC) as absence 

rate in percent, Education (ED) as tertiary education in percentage and 

Income (INC) of the highest income bracket. Note that after performing 

this analysis before with Unemployment (UN) included, due to a p-value 

close to 90% for most large parties I decided to drop it from analysis (see 

“Appendix 1: OLS Regression with UN included for SLM” attached at 

the end of this paper). Hence we are left with the aforementioned 5 

predictors. 
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Figure 2: OLS Regression Estimates for SLM 

                                                                                          

                   _cons    -3.89e-13   .0215365    -0.00   1.000     -.042226     .042226

                    INC7      .033267   .0041871     7.95   0.000     .0250575    .0414765

                    INC6    -.0200084   .0041871    -4.78   0.000    -.0282179   -.0117989

                    INC5    -.0055988   .0041871    -1.34   0.181    -.0138083    .0026107

                    INC4     .0726577   .0041871    17.35   0.000     .0644482    .0808672

                    INC3     .0522602   .0041871    12.48   0.000     .0440507    .0604697

                    INC2      .039031   .0041871     9.32   0.000     .0308215    .0472405

                    INC1    -.0101882   .0041871    -2.43   0.015    -.0183977   -.0019787

                     ED7     .0423059   .0054407     7.78   0.000     .0316384    .0529734

                     ED6     .0648699   .0054407    11.92   0.000     .0542024    .0755374

                     ED5     .0094954   .0054407     1.75   0.081    -.0011721    .0201629

                     ED4    -.0242177   .0054407    -4.45   0.000    -.0348852   -.0135502

                     ED3     .0101137   .0054407     1.86   0.063    -.0005538    .0207812

                     ED2    -.0174497   .0054407    -3.21   0.001    -.0281172   -.0067822

                     ED1     .0190002   .0054407     3.49   0.000     .0083328    .0296677

                    SIC7    -.0533633   .0184152    -2.90   0.004    -.0894697    -.017257

                    SIC6     .0217722   .0184152     1.18   0.237    -.0143341    .0578785

                    SIC5    -.1664944   .0184152    -9.04   0.000    -.2026008   -.1303881

                    SIC4    -.0942176   .0184152    -5.12   0.000    -.1303239   -.0581113

                    SIC3     .0252131   .0184152     1.37   0.171    -.0108932    .0613194

                    SIC2     .0553309   .0184152     3.00   0.003     .0192246    .0914372

                    SIC1     .0300028   .0184152     1.63   0.103    -.0061035    .0661092

                    POP7    -.0621193   .0569552    -1.09   0.275    -.1737901    .0495515

                    POP6     -.147445   .0569552    -2.59   0.010    -.2591158   -.0357742

                    POP5    -.9406273   .0569552   -16.52   0.000    -1.052298   -.8289565

                    POP4    -.1569967   .0569552    -2.76   0.006    -.2686675   -.0453259

                    POP3     .1077699   .0569552     1.89   0.059    -.0039009    .2194406

                    POP2     .1139901   .0569552     2.00   0.045     .0023193    .2256608

                    POP1     -.027339   .0569552    -0.48   0.631    -.1390098    .0843318

                     IM7     .0090969   .0094091     0.97   0.334    -.0093514    .0275452

                     IM6     -.031835   .0094091    -3.38   0.001    -.0502833   -.0133867

                     IM5    -.0826713   .0094091    -8.79   0.000    -.1011196    -.064223

                     IM4      .022559   .0094091     2.40   0.017     .0041107    .0410073

                     IM3     .0386106   .0094091     4.10   0.000     .0201623    .0570589

                     IM2     .0222832   .0094091     2.37   0.018     .0038349    .0407315

                     IM1    -.0144517   .0094091    -1.54   0.125       -.0329    .0039966

            LiberalParty    -3.859271   .2135119   -18.08   0.000    -4.277899   -3.440644

      SocialistLeftParty    -2.219007   .2135119   -10.39   0.000    -2.637635    -1.80038

             CentreParty     3.648833   .2135119    17.09   0.000     3.230205     4.06746

ChristianDemocraticParty    -2.410246   .2135119   -11.29   0.000    -2.828873   -1.991618

       ConservativeParty        -3.52   .2135119   -16.49   0.000    -3.938627   -3.101372

           ProgressParty    -2.140437   .2135119   -10.02   0.000    -2.559065    -1.72181

             LabourParty    -.1650728   .2135119    -0.77   0.439    -.5837004    .2535548

                                                                                          

                 logSjS0        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                          

       Total    3848.24483  3375  1.14022069           Root MSE      =  .44242

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8283

    Residual    652.373298  3333  .195731562           R-squared     =  0.8305

       Model    3195.87153    42  76.0921794           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 42,  3333) =  388.76

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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   As we see in the table obtained from STATA our coefficient of 

determination R-Squared = 83.05% while the Adjusted R-Squared = 

82.83% which both are relatively high meaning that our regression line 

is very close to the points from the analysis and the proportion of the 

variation of outcomes that our model explains is quite high . Hence the 

data fits the model quite well, giving us hope that the predictions of 

future outcomes would be very realistic and won’t deviate too much from 

the real results. 

   Note that R-Squared decreased slightly compared with The Linear 

Model as we dropped Unemployment (UN), but regardless is still very 

high. 

   We would say that around 83% of the variance in the explained 

variable is partly due to our chosen regressors, leaving the rest to be 

attributed to unknown components or inherent variability. 

   The F-Test is statistically significant with Prob. > F = 0.0000, hence 

our model is statistically significant. This is a first step in analyzing the 

statistical significance of our model. 

   We can easily observe that the majority of t-tests are significantly 

different from zero, hence the regression coefficients are significantly 

different from zero for the majority of our predictors. 

   The constant of our model is -3.99e^-13 and this is the predicted value 

when our predictors POP, IM, ED, INC and SIC are equal to zero. As 

usual, the constant is not very useful, so we will focus more on our 

predictors’ coefficients. 
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   Also important to notice is that our p-values are less than 5% in most 

cases, even if in some of other cases can exceed this threshold by quite a 

lot.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Comparing Obtained Coefficients with 

Expectations 
 

 
Table 7: Immigration Expectations Results 

 

Immigration – 

IM 

Expected Sign OLS 

Coefficient 

Comparison 

Labor Party 𝛽1 < 0 𝛽1 < 0 √ 

Progress Party 𝛽1 > 0 𝛽1 > 0 √ 

Conservative 

Party 
𝛽1 > 0 𝛽1 > 0 √ 

Christian 

Democratic Party 
𝛽1 > 0 𝛽1 > 0 √ 

Centre Party 𝛽1 < 0 𝛽1 < 0 √ 

Socialist Left 

Party 
𝛽1 < 0 𝛽1 < 0 √ 

Liberal Party 𝛽1 > 0 𝛽1 > 0 √ 

 

 
Table 8: Income Expectations Results 

 

Income – INC Expected Sign OLS 

Coefficient 

Comparison 

Labor Party 𝛽5 < 0 𝛽5 < 0 √ 

Progress Party 𝛽5 > 0  𝛽5 > 0  √ 

Conservative 

Party 
𝛽5 > 0  𝛽5 > 0  √ 

Christian 

Democratic Party 
𝛽5 > 0  𝛽5 > 0  √ 

Centre Party 𝛽5 < 0 𝛽5 < 0 √ 

Socialist Left 

Party 
𝛽5 < 0 𝛽5 < 0 √ 

Liberal Party 𝛽5 > 0  𝛽5 > 0  √ 
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Table 9: Education Expectations Results 

 

Education – ED Expected Sign OLS 

Coefficient 

Comparison 

Labor Party 𝛽4 > 0 𝛽4 > 0 √ 

Progress Party 𝛽4 < 0 𝛽4 < 0 √ 

Conservative 

Party 
𝛽4 < 0 𝛽4 > 0 x 

Christian 

Democratic Party 
𝛽4 < 0 𝛽4 < 0 √ 

Centre Party 𝛽4 > 0 𝛽4 > 0 √ 

Socialist Left 

Party 
𝛽4 > 0 𝛽4 > 0 √ 

Liberal Party 𝛽4 < 0 𝛽4 > 0 x 

 

   The comparison results are exactly the same for the Simple Logit 

Model as for the Linear Model, therefore everything said here applies 

equally for both models. 

   If we only look at the “comparison” column in the above tables we see 

an almost perfect match between my expectations for the coefficients’ 

signs and the actual signs from the OLS Regression.  

   I predict correctly the sign of the regressors’ coefficients in 90% of 

cases, as I only fail to predict it correctly for 2/21 independent variables. 

   Those expectations that did not match OLS coefficients’ signs are all 

attributed to the variables that are somehow indirectly linked to specific 

groups of the population.  
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   Education is a tricky variable to assign to a specific political view 

because it is linked to both income and nowadays mostly liberal thinking 

taught in the higher education system. In almost all European countries 

education is basically free and available to anyone, so in this case we 

would think income level has little effect on who gets to be educated.       

The other mentioned issue is that people who follow a tertiary education 

are usually indoctrinated with mostly liberal thinking making them 

potential left-wing voters.  
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CHAPTER 8 

Predictions 
 

   As Train puts it “the exogenous variables and/or the weights are 

adjusted to reflect changes that are anticipated over time. For example, 

to forecast the number of people who will choose a given alternative five 

years in the future, a sample drawn from the current year is adjusted to 

reflect changes in socioeconomic and other factors that are expected to 

occur over the next five years” (Train, 2002), hence I will use “people 

entitled to vote in 2013” instead of 2009 when computing total number 

of votes for each party. 

 

8.1. Linear Model 
 

   Using these estimates from the OLS Regression and predicting on 2013 

data I obtain the new vote shares (Sj) for each party in each municipality, 

which will be treated as probabilities. These probabilities will then be 

multiplies by “person’s entitled to vote in 2013” and summed up by party 

to get: 
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Table 10: Vote Predictions for LM 

 

Party Observed 

Results 

2009 

Observed 

Results 

2013 

Predicted 

Results 

2013 

Predicted 

Results 

with 

Residuals 

2013 

Labor Party 942,488 874,769 881,242 887,209 

Centre Party 163,459 155,357 149,538 155,505 

Socialist 

Left Party 

165,288 116,021 150,794 156,761 

Red Green 

Coalition 

1,271,235 1,146,147 1,181,575 1,199,476 

Progress 

Party 

610,475 463,560 678,345 684,312 

Conservative 

Party 

460,228 760,232 531,992 537,959 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

148,230 158,475 206,200 212,167 

Liberal Party 103,795 148,275 116,172 110,220 

Centre 

Right 

Coalition 

1,322,728 1,530,542 1,532,708 1,556,576 

Outside 

Option 

913,967 942,048 962,512 968,478 

Total 3,507,930 3,618,737 3,676,794 3,724,530 

 

   Regardless if I use residuals or not the predictions for the total number 

of votes for each Coalition of parties is quite similar with real results.     

The model nicely captures the swings for Coalitions in power and of 

course the directions for the total number of votes, the large increase for 

the Centre-Right Coalition of about 200,000 votes and similarly the 

slight decrease of about 100,000 votes for the Governmental Coalition 

(Red-Green). In the last column we see that the model predicts slightly 
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more votes for both Coalitions in case I add residuals, but this won’t 

affect the end results. 

   As I expected, inside of each coalition the model is not very precise for 

the multiple reasons I already outlined in past sections.  

   Also the model predicts shares of at least 4% for each party, which 

makes all of them eligible for Storting. 

 

8.2. Simple Logit Model 
 

   I will use the already obtained estimates on 2009 data and I will predict 

on 2013 data, moreover the residuals are of course estimated on 2009 

data only. Note that the prediction is a linear prediction (xβ) and the 

residuals are “equation-level scores” as default in STATA. 

   Because there are predictions for each party in each municipality I 

won’t list them here, but I will provide a short table that summarizes 

these results obtained from STATA: 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Summary of Model’s Predictions for SLM 

 

 

 

       resid        3376   -1.27e-11    .4396542  -2.874313    2.45301

        yhat        3376    -.990695     .920302  -4.671996   .7588099

                                                                      

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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   As I suspected they are negative, as they are obtained through the 

regression of “logSjS0” on the independent variables: IM, POP, INC, 

SIC and ED. 

   I take expected values over these predictions and get: 

                                                𝑒𝛽’𝑋𝑚𝑖                                                             (9) 

   Where “β” is the estimated coefficient for the regressors, “X” are the 

regressors in question, ”m” is the municipality and “i” stands for each 

alternative. 

   Next step in this analysis remains only to compute logit probabilities 

for each party and the outside product in each municipality. 

                                           𝑃𝑚𝑖 = 
𝑒𝛽’𝑋𝑚𝑖

∑ 𝑒
𝛽’𝑋𝑚𝑗

𝑗

                                               (10) 

   I multiply these logit probabilities with “persons entitled to vote in 

2013”, same as in the previous analysis for the Linear Model. After 

summing them by up party I get the next predictions for individual 

parties and the coalitions in 2013: 
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Table 11: Vote Predictions for SLM 

 

Party Observed 

Results 2009 

Observed 

Results 2013 

Predicted 

Results 

2013 

Predicted 

Results with 

Residuals 

2013 

Labor Party 942,488 874,769 845,104 803,325 

Centre Party 163,459 155,357 145,280 157,490 

Socialist Left 

Party 

165,288 116,021 178,359 168,049 

Red Green 

Coalition 

1,271,235 1,146,147 1,168,742 1,128,864 

Progress 

Party 

610,475 463,560 691,247 695,049 

Conservative 

Party 

460,228 760,232 558,874 568,460 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

148,230 158,475 224,885 269,086 

Liberal Party 103,795 148,275 114,121 110,220 

Centre Right 

Coalition 

1,322,728 1,530,542 1,589,127 1,642,815 

Outside 

Option 

913,967 942,048 849,444 835,624 

Total 3,507,930 3,618,737 3,607,314 3,607,303 

 

   Same thing as in the Linear Model’s case if I use residuals or not the 

predictions for the total number of votes for each Coalition is very 

similar. The model captures the change in Governmental Coalitions and 

the changing directions for the total number of votes: the large increase 

for the Centre-Right Coalition of about 200,000 votes and similarly the 

slight decrease of about 100,000 votes for the Governmental Coalition 

(Red-Green). In the last column we see that the model predicts slightly 

more votes for both Coalitions in case I add residuals, but this has no 

effect on the end results anyway.  
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CHAPTER 9 

Seats according to the modified Sainte-Laguë 

method 
 

9.1 Linear Model 
 

   After summing up the number of votes for each party in each 

municipality I use the modified Sainte-Laguë method that is also used in 

Norway in order to compute the number of seats for each party from the 

choice set: 

 

                                                Q = 
𝑉

2𝑠 + 1
                                               (1) 

 

The modified Sainte-Laguë method consists in a change in the quotient 

formula for the parties that did not get a seat yet (s = 0) from V to V/1.4, 

effectively changing the sequence of divisors (1, 3, 5, 7, …) to (1.4, 3, 5, 

7, …).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
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Table 12: Computed Seats for LM 

 

Party Vote 

(%) 

Votes Computed 

Seats 

(150) 

Leveling 

Seats 

Total 

Predicted 

Seats 

2013 

Observed 

Seats 

2013 

Labor Party 32.47 881,242 49 4 53 55 

Centre Party 05.51 149,538 8 3 11 10 

Socialist 

Left Party 

05.56 150,794 8 2 10 7 

Red-Green 

Coalition 

46.53 1,181,575 65 9 74 72 

Progress 

Party 

24.99 678,345 37 4 41 29 

Conservative 

Party 

19.60 531,992 29 3 32 48 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

07.60 206,200 12 2 14 10 

Liberal Party 04.28 116,172 7 0 7 9 

Centre-

Right 

Coalition 

56.47 1,532,708 85 9 94 96 

 

   One leveling seat went to the Green Party even if they only gained 

2.8% in the Elections. Therefore the total of 169 is met by adding 94 for 

the winning Centre-Right Coalition plus 74 of the Incumbent Red-Green 

Coalition and the last leveling seat for the Green Party. 
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9.2 Simple Logit Model 

 

Table 13: Computed Seats for SLM 

 

Party Vote 

(%) 

Votes Computed 

Seats 

(150) 

Leveling 

Seats 

Total 

Predicted 

Seats 

2013 

Observed 

Seats 

2013 

Labor Party 30.64 881,242 47 4 51 55 

Centre Party 05.27 149,538 8 3 11 10 

Socialist 

Left Party 

06.47 150,794 9 2 11 7 

Red-Green 

Coalition 

42.38 1,181,575 64 9 73 72 

Progress 

Party 

25.06 678,345 38 4 42 29 

Conservative 

Party 

20.26 531,992 29 3 32 48 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

08.15 206,200 12 2 14 10 

Liberal Party 04.14 116,172 7 0 7 9 

Centre-

Right 

Coalition 

57.62 1,532,708 86 9 95 96 
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CHAPTER 10 

Models Comparison and Discussion 
 

 

Table 14: Models Comparison ~ Votes 

 

Party Observed 

Results 2009 

Observed 

Results 2013 

LM 

Predicted 

Results 

2013 

SLM 

Predicted 

Results 

2013 

Labor Party 942,488 874,769 881,242 845,104 

Centre Party 163,459 155,357 149,538 145,280 

Socialist Left 

Party 

165,288 116,021 150,794 178,359 

Red Green 

Coalition 

1,271,235 1,146,147 1,181,575 1,168,742 

Progress 

Party 

610,475 463,560 678,345 691,247 

Conservative 

Party 

460,228 760,232 531,992 558,874 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

148,230 158,475 206,200 224,885 

Liberal Party 103,795 148,275 116,172 114,121 

Centre Right 

Coalition 

1,322,728 1,530,542 1,532,708 1,589,127 

Outside 

Option 

913,967 942,048 962,512 849,444 

Total 3,507,930 3,618,737 3,676,794 3,607,314 

 

   Both models capture quite well the total number of votes received by 

Red-Green and Centre-Right Coalitions. While it is true that these two 

models don’t have a very precise prediction for the parties of the same 

Coalition for the reasons I already talked about, they did their job on 
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predicting which Coalition gets to govern Norway in the next Storting.                  

We have to note that monthly surveys taken in the last year preceding 

elections showed a constant change in votes among parties of the same 

Coalition which gained or lost even 10 percentage points making the 

prediction a very complex issue. 

   Moreover the Linear Model seems to predict extremely well the 

outside option, which in most municipalities was close to 30% of the 

votes. 

   We see that the Linear Model over-predicts the absolute number of 

votes for the Red-Green Coalition a bit more than the Simple Logit, 

which in its turn, slightly over-predicts the number of votes for the other 

Coalition. 

   If we look at the number of votes for the individual parties alone we 

can observe that the Simple Logit Model over-predicts the votes for 5 

out of seven parties even if the total number of votes predicted is with 

almost 70,000 less when compared with the Linear Model. This is related 

with the issues discussed above, it seems the Simple Logit under-predicts 

a bit too much the votes for the outside good and assigns them to those 5 

parties. But on another note, it predicts a bit better the total number of 

votes. 
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Table 15: Models Comparison ~ Seats 

 

Party Vote 

(%) 

Votes Linear 

Model 

Logit 

Model 

Seats 

2013 

Labor Party 30.64 881,242 53 51 55 

Centre Party 05.27 149,538 11 11 10 

Socialist 

Left Party 

06.47 150,794 10 11 7 

Red-Green 

Coalition 

42.38 1,181,575 74 73 72 

Progress 

Party 

25.06 678,345 41 42 29 

Conservative 

Party 

20.26 531,992 32 32 48 

Christian 

Democratic 

Party 

08.15 206,200 14 14 10 

Liberal Party 04.14 116,172 7 7 9 

Centre-

Right 

Coalition 

57.62 1,532,708 94 95 96 

 

   After looking at the raw numbers for the votes received by each party 

I would have been inclined to say that Linear Model offers a bit better 

predictions, but we also saw that the total number of votes for each 

Coalition was predicted better under the Simple Logit, hence after 

counting the number of seats predicted by each model we find that 

Simple Logit Model does its job better, making only a small “mistake” 

by basically taking a seat from the Centre-Right and giving it to the Red-

Green Coalition.  

   The initial assumption that the Simple Logit Model might offer 

somehow more robust predictions is met, even if only by a small margin. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Limitations and Conclusion 
 

This Master Thesis used only publicly available data which can easily 

be obtained from the Norwegian Institute of Statistics.  

I would say the main benefit is that by using only a small number of 

demographic variables that can be easily obtained in almost any 

country out there, we can pretty much predict the total number of votes 

for potential coalitions in a parliamentary election, though as we have 

seen the number of seats received by each party may be affected by the 

formula used in computing those seats, in this case the modified Sainte-

Laguë method. 

Moreover I would like to add that both models seem to slightly over-

predict the change in coalitions based on the number of seats. One 

obvious reason is that even if the models’ predictions are very close to 

the observed numbers, predictions in each municipality are not quite 

close to the actual number of votes. This fact together with the 

Norwegian election system based on the number of votes in each 

constituency gives a significant advantage to the Centre-Right Coalition 

when predicting the seats for the 2013 Parliamentary Election. 

A second reason might be a significant correlation for the unobserved 

component among parties. A high variation for these unobserved 

factors in certain constituencies might create some anomalies and over 

or under predict votes in those areas. 

Overall I would say this paper shows that just with a simple model and 

using a few publicly available demographics it is possible to come quite 

close in predicting left-right vote number much cheaper than using 

surveys or other similar approaches. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sainte-Lagu%C3%AB_method
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Appendix: 
 

Appendix 1: OLS Regression with UN  for SLM 

 

 
                                                                                          

                   _cons    -4.16e-13   .0207526    -0.00   1.000    -.0406891    .0406891

                    INC7     .0272551   .0042059     6.48   0.000     .0190087    .0355015

                    INC6    -.0189848   .0042059    -4.51   0.000    -.0272312   -.0107384

                    INC5    -.0235688   .0042059    -5.60   0.000    -.0318152   -.0153224

                    INC4     .0693508   .0042059    16.49   0.000     .0611044    .0775972

                    INC3     .0516487   .0042059    12.28   0.000     .0434023    .0598951

                    INC2     .0396709   .0042059     9.43   0.000     .0314245    .0479173

                    INC1    -.0102027   .0042059    -2.43   0.015    -.0184491   -.0019563

                     ED7     .0385346   .0052954     7.28   0.000     .0281521    .0489171

                     ED6      .065512   .0052954    12.37   0.000     .0551295    .0758945

                     ED5    -.0017771   .0052954    -0.34   0.737    -.0121596    .0086054

                     ED4    -.0262921   .0052954    -4.97   0.000    -.0366746   -.0159096

                     ED3     .0097301   .0052954     1.84   0.066    -.0006524    .0201126

                     ED2    -.0170483   .0052954    -3.22   0.001    -.0274308   -.0066658

                     ED1     .0189911   .0052954     3.59   0.000     .0086086    .0293736

                    SIC7    -.0363474   .0180606    -2.01   0.044    -.0717585   -.0009363

                    SIC6      .018875   .0180606     1.05   0.296    -.0165361    .0542861

                    SIC5    -.1156325   .0180606    -6.40   0.000    -.1510436   -.0802214

                    SIC4    -.0848578   .0180606    -4.70   0.000    -.1202689   -.0494467

                    SIC3     .0269438   .0180606     1.49   0.136    -.0084673    .0623549

                    SIC2     .0535199   .0180606     2.96   0.003     .0181088     .088931

                    SIC1      .030044   .0180606     1.66   0.096    -.0053671    .0654551

                    POP7    -.0143926   .0556864    -0.26   0.796    -.1235757    .0947905

                    POP6    -.1555711   .0556864    -2.79   0.005    -.2647542    -.046388

                    POP5    -.7979687   .0556864   -14.33   0.000    -.9071517   -.6887856

                    POP4    -.1307441   .0556864    -2.35   0.019    -.2399271    -.021561

                    POP3     .1126242   .0556864     2.02   0.043     .0034411    .2218073

                    POP2     .1089104   .0556864     1.96   0.051    -.0002726    .2180935

                    POP1    -.0272235   .0556864    -0.49   0.625    -.1364066    .0819596

                     IM7     .0170264    .009201     1.85   0.064    -.0010139    .0350666

                     IM6    -.0331851    .009201    -3.61   0.000    -.0512254   -.0151449

                     IM5    -.0589695    .009201    -6.41   0.000    -.0770098   -.0409293

                     IM4     .0269207    .009201     2.93   0.003     .0088804    .0449609

                     IM3     .0394171    .009201     4.28   0.000     .0213768    .0574574

                     IM2     .0214393    .009201     2.33   0.020      .003399    .0394795

                     IM1    -.0144325    .009201    -1.57   0.117    -.0324728    .0036078

                     UN7    -.0928108   .0183371    -5.06   0.000     -.128764   -.0568576

                     UN6     .0158023   .0183371     0.86   0.389    -.0201509    .0517555

                     UN5    -.2774183   .0183371   -15.13   0.000    -.3133716   -.2414651

                     UN4    -.0510516   .0183371    -2.78   0.005    -.0870049   -.0150984

                     UN3    -.0094399   .0183371    -0.51   0.607    -.0453931    .0265133

                     UN2      .009878   .0183371     0.54   0.590    -.0260752    .0458312

                     UN1    -.0002247   .0183371    -0.01   0.990    -.0361779    .0357286

            LiberalParty    -3.687779   .2085119   -17.69   0.000    -4.096604   -3.278954

      SocialistLeftParty    -2.248206   .2085119   -10.78   0.000    -2.657031   -1.839382

             CentreParty     4.161436   .2085119    19.96   0.000     3.752611    4.570261

ChristianDemocraticParty    -2.315915   .2085119   -11.11   0.000    -2.724739    -1.90709

       ConservativeParty    -3.502557   .2085119   -16.80   0.000    -3.911382   -3.093732

           ProgressParty     -2.15869   .2085119   -10.35   0.000    -2.567514   -1.749865

             LabourParty    -.1646577   .2085119    -0.79   0.430    -.5734824    .2441669

                                                                                          

                 logSjS0        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                          

       Total    3848.24483  3375  1.14022069           Root MSE      =  .42631

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8406

    Residual    604.475799  3326  .181742573           R-squared     =  0.8429

       Model    3243.76903    49   66.199368           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 49,  3326) =  364.25

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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Apendix 2: OLS with Outside Option Dummy for LM 

 

 

 

                                                                                          

                   _cons      27.6216   1.680033    16.44   0.000      24.3276    30.91561

                    INC8    -.2508979    .034057    -7.37   0.000    -.3176729    -.184123

                    INC7       .02962    .034057     0.87   0.385     -.037155    .0963949

                    INC6    -.0993035    .034057    -2.92   0.004    -.1660785   -.0325286

                    INC5    -.3593682    .034057   -10.55   0.000    -.4261431   -.2925932

                    INC4     .2992541    .034057     8.79   0.000     .2324792    .3660291

                    INC3     .3758656    .034057    11.04   0.000     .3090906    .4426405

                    INC2     .4773078    .034057    14.01   0.000     .4105328    .5440827

                    INC1    -.4724778    .034057   -13.87   0.000    -.5392528   -.4057029

                     ED8    -.1858117   .0428791    -4.33   0.000    -.2698838   -.1017396

                     ED7     .0951813   .0428791     2.22   0.027     .0111092    .1792534

                     ED6     .2269864   .0428791     5.29   0.000     .1429143    .3110585

                     ED5     .1427926   .0428791     3.33   0.001     .0587205    .2268647

                     ED4     -.196149   .0428791    -4.57   0.000    -.2802211   -.1120769

                     ED3     .0884963   .0428791     2.06   0.039     .0044242    .1725684

                     ED2    -.3970374   .0428791    -9.26   0.000    -.4811095   -.3129653

                     ED1     .2255415   .0428791     5.26   0.000     .1414694    .3096136

                    SIC8      .159585   .1462453     1.09   0.275     -.127155    .4463251

                    SIC7    -.0925284   .1462453    -0.63   0.527    -.3792685    .1942116

                    SIC6     .0941813   .1462453     0.64   0.520    -.1925588    .3809213

                    SIC5     -1.38616   .1462453    -9.48   0.000      -1.6729    -1.09942

                    SIC4    -.6030996   .1462453    -4.12   0.000    -.8898397   -.3163596

                    SIC3     .1581588   .1462453     1.08   0.280    -.1285813    .4448988

                    SIC2     .8944625   .1462453     6.12   0.000     .6077225    1.181203

                    SIC1        .7754   .1462453     5.30   0.000       .48866     1.06214

                    POP8     1.737856   .4509182     3.85   0.000     .8537507    2.621962

                    POP7    -.2764401   .4509182    -0.61   0.540    -1.160546    .6076656

                    POP6    -.5091729   .4509182    -1.13   0.259    -1.393279    .3749329

                    POP5    -6.030987   .4509182   -13.37   0.000    -6.915093   -5.146881

                    POP4    -.9811963   .4509182    -2.18   0.030    -1.865302   -.0970905

                    POP3     1.399586   .4509182     3.10   0.002     .5154805    2.283692

                    POP2     2.955597   .4509182     6.55   0.000     2.071491    3.839702

                    POP1     1.704757   .4509182     3.78   0.000     .8206512    2.588863

                     IM8     .0008343    .074505     0.01   0.991    -.1452461    .1469146

                     IM7     .0449113    .074505     0.60   0.547     -.101169    .1909917

                     IM6     -.111322    .074505    -1.49   0.135    -.2574023    .0347583

                     IM5    -.4766191    .074505    -6.40   0.000    -.6226994   -.3305388

                     IM4     .1684713    .074505     2.26   0.024      .022391    .3145517

                     IM3     .3892511    .074505     5.22   0.000     .2431708    .5353314

                     IM2     .3179157    .074505     4.27   0.000     .1718354    .4639961

                     IM1    -.3334426    .074505    -4.48   0.000     -.479523   -.1873623

                     UN8     .8474148   .1484842     5.71   0.000     .5562849    1.138545

                     UN7    -.0223477   .1484842    -0.15   0.880    -.3134776    .2687821

                     UN6     .1643903   .1484842     1.11   0.268    -.1267395    .4555202

                     UN5    -2.156431   .1484842   -14.52   0.000     -2.44756   -1.865301

                     UN4     -.199139   .1484842    -1.34   0.180    -.4902688    .0919909

                     UN3     .1955429   .1484842     1.32   0.188    -.0955869    .4866728

                     UN2     .4835976   .1484842     3.26   0.001     .1924678    .7747275

                     UN1     .6869717   .1484842     4.63   0.000     .3958418    .9781015

            LiberalParty    -26.63563   2.375925   -11.21   0.000    -31.29406    -21.9772

      SocialistLeftParty    -24.24431   2.375925   -10.20   0.000    -28.90274   -19.58589

             CentreParty     28.97423   2.375925    12.19   0.000     24.31581    33.63266

ChristianDemocraticParty    -19.70018   2.375925    -8.29   0.000     -24.3586   -15.04175

       ConservativeParty    -38.91116   2.375925   -16.38   0.000    -43.56959   -34.25273

           ProgressParty    -36.05678   2.375925   -15.18   0.000     -40.7152   -31.39835

             LabourParty    -4.398983   2.375925    -1.85   0.064    -9.057409    .2594441

                                                                                          

                      Sj        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                          

       Total    347910.608  3375  103.084625           Root MSE      =   3.452

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8844

    Residual    39563.2555  3320  11.9166432           R-squared     =  0.8863

       Model    308347.352    55   5606.3155           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 55,  3320) =  470.46

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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Appendix 3: Sickness Expectations Results 

 

Sickness – SIC Expected 

Sign 

OLS 

Coefficient 

Comparison 

Labor Party 𝛽3 > 0 𝛽3 > 0 √ 

Progress Party 𝛽3 < 0 𝛽3 > 0 x 

Conservative Party 𝛽3 < 0 𝛽3 > 0 x 

Christian 

Democratic Party 
𝛽3 < 0 𝛽3 < 0 √ 

Centre Party 𝛽3 > 0 𝛽3 < 0 x 

Socialist Left Party 𝛽3 > 0 𝛽3 > 0 √ 

Liberal Party 𝛽3 < 0 𝛽3 < 0 √ 

 

 

Appendix 4: Unemployment Expectations Results 

 

Unemployment – 

UN 

Expected 

Sign 

OLS 

Coefficient 

Comparison 

Labor Party 𝛽6 > 0 𝛽6 > 0 √ 

Progress Party 𝛽6 < 0 𝛽6 > 0 x 

Conservative Party 𝛽6 < 0 𝛽6 > 0 x 

Christian 

Democratic Party 
𝛽6 < 0 𝛽6 < 0 √ 

Centre Party 𝛽6 > 0 𝛽6 < 0 x 

Socialist Left Party 𝛽6 > 0 𝛽6 > 0 √ 

Liberal Party 𝛽6 < 0 𝛽6 < 0 √ 
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Appendix 5: Scatter plot of vote shares against independent variables 

 

 

 

Appendix 6: Test of Model Specification for LM 
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       _cons     .0017088   .0015499     1.10   0.270    -.0013301    .0047477

      _hatsq     .1358947   .0936152     1.45   0.147    -.0476536     .319443

        _hat      .959507   .0286239    33.52   0.000     .9033852    1.015629

                                                                              

          Sj        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    34.7910608  3375  .010308462           Root MSE      =  .03548

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8779

    Residual    4.24499484  3373  .001258522           R-squared     =  0.8780

       Model     30.546066     2   15.273033           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  2,  3373) =12135.69

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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Appendix 7: Test of Model Specification for SLM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

       _cons    -.0026654   .0131893    -0.20   0.840    -.0285253    .0231945

      _hatsq     -.003719   .0090633    -0.41   0.682     -.021489    .0140511

        _hat     .9903341   .0247009    40.09   0.000     .9419039    1.038764

                                                                              

     logSjS0        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    3848.24483  3375  1.14022069           Root MSE      =  .42332

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8428

    Residual    604.445626  3373  .179201193           R-squared     =  0.8429

       Model     3243.7992     2   1621.8996           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  2,  3373) = 9050.72

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3376
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초    록 

 

   다당제 선거에서 투표의 선택은 개개인의 투표 결정 과정에서의 

잠재적 가정에서 결정된다. 통계학적 방법은 통상적으로 유권자의 

선택에 엄격한 기준을 부여하기에 추론의 정확성이 떨어 질 

우려가 있다. 

   그렇기에 본 논문에서는 두 가지의 덜 엄격한 모형을 이용하고자 

한다. 먼저 선형 모형를 사용하고, 그 후  심플로짓모형을 사용해 

상대적으로 탄탄한 결과를 얻어내고자 한다.  IIA가정에 추가해,  현 

정부와 그 반대 정당은 하나의 관념적 축에서  정치적 경쟁을 하고 

있다고 가정한다. 인구통계학적  변수를 통해 의회선거 후 어떤 

연립정당이 정부를 구성할 지 예견하고자 한다. 

   노르웨이는 다당제 국가로, 의회에서 다수당이 존재해서 

단독으로 정치활동을 하는 경우가 매우 드물다. 그렇기에 많은 

정당들은 협력해서 연립정부 또는 연합정당을 구성한다.  

   본 연구에 있어서 복잡성을 유발하는 것은, 유권자는 단 한 개의 

정당에 밖에 투표 할 수 없기에, 그들이 투표한 정당이 당선 되지 

않을 수도 있다는 것에 한계가 존재한다. 해당 정당이 당선된다고 
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하더라도, 연립정부 전체의 의견과 일치하지 않을 수도 있다는 점도 

유의할 필요가 있다. 

키워드: 다당선거, 연립정부, 선거예측, 인구통계학 

학번: 2013-23780 
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